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ABSTRACT 

An analysis of the performance of simple refractive null compensators was 

done. Two types of correctors were studied — the Dall compensator and the Offner 

compensator. A framework was built for determining whether these simple null 

tests are adequate for a wide range of aspheric surfaces. Variables involved in 

determining a surface to be null tested are f-number, conic constant, and focal 

length. Examples are given on how to determine the best null test for several 

aspheric surfaces. Also of concern in the design of a null compensator was 

simplicity. Two elements were the maximum used for both compensators and all 

compensator surfaces were spherical. 
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CHAPTER ! 

INTRODUCTION 

Ehiring the fabrication of a large mirror it is important to have accurate, 

reliable testing methods to insure that the mirror is properly figured. As many 

systems require fast aspheric optics it is important to know which tests can be used 

for these surfaces. Ideally one would like a simple, easy to align, easy to interpret, 

and unambiguous test. 

Large concave spherical surfaces can be simply tested by placing a point 

source at the center of curvature. A perfect surface will reflect the wavefront 

back exactly upon itself. Any departures are the results of surface errors. 

Aspheric surfaces, especially fast surfaces, cannot be so simply tested. 

Large aspheric surfaces can be tested by using a null compensator. An 

ideal null compensator will transform a spherical wavefront from a point source 

into a wavefront identical to the concave aspheric surface under test. The reflected 

wavefront can be compared against a perfect reference wavefront using an 

interferomenter. Figure 1.1 illustrates an interferometric test utilizing a "blackbox" 

null compensator. Any departures from the desired surface will appear in the 

interferogram in an easily interpreted form. 

There have been a variety of tests designed in the past for the testing of 

aspheric surfaces. One is the autocollimation test for parabolas. This requires a 

reflective optical fiat as large as and of equal or better quality than the surface 



Refarvncff 
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Figure 1.1 Null test of an aspheric surface. 
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under test. Other testing methods, such as the Silvertooth test (1940), require 

spherical mirrors larger than the surface under test. In testing a large mirror, one 

would like the testing optics to be much smaller than the surface under test. 

Refractive null compensators, such as the E}all and Offner compensators, are 

practical for the testing of large surfaces as they are typically a tenth to a twentieth 

of the diameter of the surface under test. Both tests are simple, utilize refractive 

spherical elements, and are relatively easy to align. Dall <1947) introduced the idea 

of using a plano-convex lens to balance the third order spherical aberration of a 

parabola. Offner (1%3) added a field lens to additionally control the higher order 

aberrations. The Dall and Offner compensators are pictured in Fig. 1.2 (not to 

scale). 

In this study, the characteristics of the Dall and Offner compensators were 

investigated. In doing so. a framework was built for determining whether these 

simple null tests are or are not adequate for a wide range of testing problems. 

Design solutions for every null test that might be of interest are not provided, but 

based on this study one can make the best choice of the type of null compensator 

design to use. Five classes of compensators were examined: 

Dall compensators: 

- singlet, plano-convex 

- singlet, both surfaces curved 

- two elements, all surfaces curved 

Offner compensator 

- both elements plano-convex 

- all surfaces curved 

The following questions were answered during the characterization of the 
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Figure 1.2 Dall compensator (top), and Offner compensator (bottom). 
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two types of compensators: 

- How was the correction done? 

- How well did these types of designs work? 

- What were the limitations of these compensators? 

-As a function of the f-number and conic constant of the surface 

under test, at what point did the compensators no longer null the 

surface to the desired accuracy? 

- When is one test better than the other? 

- Did the addition of additional elements help, and how? 

To determine the figure of a surface under test to a high degree of 

accuracy, the complexity of the null lens must be minimal. The quality of the 

testing optics must be known to a higher degree of accuracy than the desired test 

results. The surface quality, glass quality, and alignment of the null elements must 

be known with high certainty. 

Two elements were considered the maximum number practical for each 

compensator and only spherical surfaces were used. The use of three or more 

elements is avoided - this can lead to too large an alignment uncertainty, and 

certainly more expense. Similiarly, only spherical surfaces, which are easy to 

produce to high accuracy, were used. Aspheric surfaces, even on a small scale, can 

introduce too much uncertainty into the test. 

The clear aperture of the compensator elements was restricted to one tenth 

or less the size of the clear aperture of the surface under test. Larger elements 

require more glass, and thus tighter homogeneity requirements. BK7 was the glass 

used in all of compensators. BK7 is one of the few glasses available with the 

degree of homogenehy typically required for null compensators. 



Code V was used for all of the design and analysis performed in this work. 

A one meter focal length mirror, with varying f-numbers and conic constant values, 

was used as the surface under test. Several sets of compensators were generated 

for each of the above mentioned classes of compensators. Pictures, lens 

prescriptions, and OPD plots are given for each type of compensator analyzed. 

A general set of criteria was used for the evaluation of the compensators. 

The ability of the compensator to null the aspheric was measured. Ideally the null 

should be better than I/IO to 1/20 wave rms at X-.6238um. This is a reasonable 

limit as looser tolerances defeat the purpose of placing the above mentioned 

constraints on the compensator. If larger rms values are allowable additional 

elements, with the accompanying alignment uncertainty, can be used. Furthermore, 

if larger rms values are tolerable other options such as aspheric elements and 

computer generated holograms can be utilized. 
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CHAPTER 11 

ABERRATION COMPENSATION 

Though a surface under test may be designed to work at several fields, it 

need only be tested on-axis. This being so. there is only one type of aberration that 

needs to be nulled for a circularly symmetric test surface — spherical aberration. 

To null the spherical aberration of an asphere, an understanding is required of how 

much, and what type of spherical aberration (4th or higher order) is present for an 

aspheric surface. 

In this study it was chosen to vary only the conic constant, rather than any 

other mix of aspheric terms. Conic surfaces are the most widely used; working 

with them makes sense. Also conic surfaces contain a mixture of the higher order 

aspheric terms not any one single type of term. For example, only the eigth order 

term could have been varied in this study, but this would have lead to results of 

limited interest. 
I 

In this study, surfaces with conic constants of -1 and smaller were used. 

The spherical aberration generated by a single lens can only be used to balance the 

aberration of a conic with K < 0, and it was decided to start with K - -1. a 

parabola. 

Characteristics of Rotatiomlly Symmetric Aspherics 
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The sag Z of a general rotationally symmetric aspheric is given by the 

following 

•7 - cS^ 2.1 
l+Vl-d+KKcS)^ 

This can be expanded in terms of K (done here to the tenth order) 

rj cŜ  

l+(l-(cS)2)'/^ 
+ B,S* + BjS® + BjS® + B«S"' + ... 2-2 

Where 

B , [(K-Hl)-lTc' 
g 

» . LOLhljLdJc! 
^ 16 

B«- . 2-3 

c is the curvature, S is the radius, and K is the conic constant of the aspheric. The 

first term describes a sphere and th 

from the sphere. The B coefficients 

3 other terms describe the aspheric departure 

are the 4th, 6th, 8th, and 10th order aspheric 

deformation coefficients. Thus if K - 0. Z describes the sag of a sphere only. 

The B coefficients are also the spherical wavefront aberration coefficients 

Wo4o. Woeo, Wqso. and Wqioo- Figures 2.1 thru 2.5 plot the sag from a sphere vs. the 

conic constant for each of the coefficients. A one meter focal length (c = -1/2000), 

concave surface is assumed. Plots are made for surface f-numbers ranging from 

F/1 thru F/5. It is interesting to note how large the higher order contributions 

become as a function of conic constant K and f-number, where f-number - l/4cS. 
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Figure 2.1 Edje sag from a sphere vs K for F/5. Im focal length test surface. 
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Figure 2.2 Edge sag from a spliere vs K for F/3.33, Im focal length test surface. 
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Figure 2.5 Edge sag from a sphere vs K for F/1, Im focal length test surface. 
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Spherical Aberration Correction 

To test an aspheric surface, a compensator that generates a wavefront of sag 

Z is required. The B coefficients indicate the required amount of higher order 

spherical aberration that the compensator must generate. The ability of the 

compensator to produce the required wavefront is the limiting factor of the null 

test. 

Figures 2.1 thru 2.5 show the amount and type of spherical aberration that 

a compensator needs to produce. If a null compensator fails to properly null a 

surface is it because it failed to generate the proper amount and type of aberration, 

or because it has generated too much of the wrong type of aberration? By 

comparing the null OPD plots of the residual aberration with Figs. 2.1 thru 2.5 this 

question can be answered. For example, if a compensator is designed to null a 

F/2, K - -10 surface, it should mainly generate fourth and sixth order spherical 

aberration. But if the OPD plot shows the presence of higher order aberration, this 

indicates that the compensator is generating unwanted aberration. On the other 

hand, if the OPD plot only shows up to sixth order aberration, then the 

compensator has failed to produce enough of the desired aberration. 

It is interesting to find the maximum conic constant a surface can have and 

yet still be tested at the center of curvature without any extra test optics. 

Assuming a maximum of X/2 rms error (surface errror would be one half this 

value), the maximum conic constant K is plotted in Fig. 2.6 for a range of surface 

f-numbers. One can see from this figure that even for testing a slow mirror, the 

conic constant does not get very large before the X/2 null rms limit is exceeded. 
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test utilizing no additional test optics. 
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CHAPTER III 

OPTIMIZATION AND EVALUATION PROCEDURE 

A general optimization and evaluation procedure was followed during the 

characterization of the three types of Dall and the two types of Offner 

compensators. T^e procedure worked well except in some minor cases. These 

cases are discussed in Chaps. IV and V which describe the Offner and Dall 

compensators in detail. 

The goal was to characterize the nulling ability of the Offner and Dall 

compensators. Each of the five types of compensators was dealt with on an 

individual basis. Each went through the following optimization and evaluation 

procedure to find its points of failure and success. 

Surface Under Test 

In order to have a basis for comparison, every compensator generated was 

designed to test a concave conic surface with a focal length of one meter. The f-

number and conic constant of the surface under test was varied and the ability of 

each type of compensator to null the surface was evaluated. 

The conic surface f-number ranged between values of F/1 and F/10. Of the 

five types of compensators, some could not null an F/1 surface to the X/10 

requirement, and for others it was overkill to design them to test an F/IO surface. 

A "set" of compensators is defined here as a group of compensators 
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belonging to the same class (for example: all plano-convex Dall compensators), and 

designed to null a surface with the same f-number but different conic constants. 

Sets of compensators were generated from a starting design by increasing the 

conic constant of the conic in increments, and reoptimizing each compensator for 

the best null. The size of the increments depended on the f-number of the surface 

under test and was found thru trial and error. In general, the slower the surface 

under test, the larger the conic constant increment was allowed to be. Faster 

surfaces required smaller increments as more aberration was introduced per 

increment for a fast surface than for a slow surface. If the increment was too 

large, the optimization routine had difficulty generating a good compensator to null 

the surface. 

Starting Design 

The starting design for each set of compensators came from different 

sources. Generally the starting point was a compensator designed to null a parabola 

(K « -1). Some starting configurations came from published designs. Others 

resulted from third order aberration analysis. 

All units are in millimeters and X - .6328^m for all design and anaylsis. 

BK7 (n » 1.515 at .6328/tm) was chosen to be the glass for all of the compensators 

generated. BK7 is generally a good choice because of its wide availability, low cost, 

and high homogeneity. Another good choice for a compensator glass is F2. F2 can 

be obtained with slightly higher homogeneity than BK7, but it has a higher index of 

refraction (n - 1.616 at .6328/xm). and thus a lens made of F2 can not generate as 

much spherical aberration as a BK7 lens. Depending on the particular need, either 
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glass is a good choice. 

All of compensators were optimized using the double-pass configuration. 

Light orginated from on-axis point source, passed through the compensator, reflected 

off the surface under test, and passed back through the compensator a second time. 

Below is a sample listing of an Offner compensator used in double-pass. 

RDY THI GLASS 
OBJ: INFINITY 140.420929 

1 : INFINITY 18,047573 BK7 
2; -52.12812 266.373522 
3: INFINITY 10.000000 BK7 
4: -197.80468 2019.669892 

STO: —2000•00000 -2019.669892 REFL 
CON : 
K : -10.000000 

6: -197.80468 -10.000000 BK7 
7: INFINITY -266,373522 
8: -52.12812 -18.047573 BK7 
9: INFINITY -140.420929 

IMG: INFINITY 0•000000 

There is a method that was devised by Shack (1%7) that 

number of surfaces required in a computer optimization. Instead of using the 

actual mirror surface and the lens in double-pass, Shack proposed using a dummy 

surface that lies approximately halfway between the aspheric surface and its 

osculating sphere. The aspheric coefficients of the dummy surface are a function 

of the conic constant K. Light rays from a point source reflect off the dummy 

surface and travel the same paths as would the normals of the aspheric. Tlie lens 

then nulls the rays from this dummy surface. With this method the lens is only 

required once and the design time and difficulty is minimized. Unfortunately this 

method is only reasonable when one is trying to design a single compensator. In 

this study so many dummy surfaces would have had to have been generated that all 

savings would have been lost. 
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Optimization 

A standard set of parameters were allowed to vary during the optimization 

of a compensator. Initially all element thicknesses, spacings between the surface 

under test and the compensator, spacings between compensator elements, and all 

non-piano surfaces were set as variables. Since this was a reflective system, 

couplings had to be placed on all surfaces and spacings that were traversed twice. 

For example, since Surface 2 and Surface 8 in the lens listing above are actually the 

same surface, the curvatures are not allowed to vary independently of one another. 

They had to be coupled during optimization in order to retain the same value. 

Constraints had to be placed on some element center thicknesses, element 

edge thicknesses, and on the marginal ray height at the mirror. Negative edge 

thicknesses tended to be a problem. Left unconstrained the optimization routine 

would sometimes produce negative edge thicknesses, so constraints were required to 

maintain positive edge thicknesses. For some designs it was also necessary to place 

constraints on element center thicknesses. Left unconstrained, the optimization 

routine would sometimes produce lenses with a golf ball or brick appearance. 

In order to hold the mirror diameter to a constant value, constraints had to 

be placed on the height of the marginal ray at the surface under test. The way 

Code V is structured, the program needs to know either the entrance pupil 

diameter, the numerical aperture in object space, the system f-number (which is 

different than the mirror f-number), or the system numerical aperture. For the 

optimization done in this study, these values were not important. It was important 

that the height of the marginal ray on the conic surface remain constant. It didn't 

matter here if the diameter of the entrance pupil changed. 
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For each design, several optimization cycles were run. For the first few 

cycles the constraints on the marginal ray height were loose (within 10-20% of the 

desired value) to allow the program to find the best general solution. After each 

optimization, the entrance pupil diameter was recalculated based on the desired 

mirror aperture. For the final optimization, the constraint on the marginal ray 

height was tightened to hold it to within 1% of the desired height. Weighting the 

constraint on the marginal ray height, and changing the weight during the course of 

several cycles would have accomplished the same thing. 

Most of the optimization performed to generate a set of compensators was 

done by submitting a batch file. The set of commands generally looked as follows: 

1. Recall a starting design, 

2. Increment mirror ccnic constant by dK. 

3. Optimize compensator: 

a. go into optimization routine, 

b. recall set of optization constraints on 

thicknesses, ray heights, edge thicknesses, etc.. 

c. optimize, 

d. go to 3a again until 3rd or 4th loop (so marginal ray height 

requirements have been satisfied) then on to step 4, 

4. Save lens, 

5. Go back to step 2. 

This procedure would be used for an average of seven to ten compensators at a 

time. 

This procedure had to be developed to generate many sets of compensators. 

Unfortunately with the above procedure not much attention could be devoted to 
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individual compensators. The emphasize had to be placed on developing the best 

method for generating groups of compensators, not on fine tuning individual 

compensators. 

There was some backtracking done while generating the data. Sometimes 

better solutions would result from different approaches and changes in the 

optimization routine would be required. The data generated using these procedures 

might not consist of the absolute best solutions, but it is good enough to make 

reasonable generalizations about the five types of compensators. 

Evaluation 

After a set of compensators was generated the set would be evaluated. The 

rms departure of the wavefront that converges to form an image of the source from 

a perfect spherical wavefront is refered to as the "null rms error". A surface 

fabricated to give a perfect null with that compensator would have an rms figure 

error of one half the null rms error. 

It was desired to generate compensators that yielded an null rms error of 

less than X/10. All of the compensators were evaluated using the WAV feature of 

Code V. Compensators that yielded up to a null of X/2 were generated in order to 

determine where such compensators fail. 

Since all of the compensators generated were for a one meter focal length 

conic surface, all of the data is valid for only that focal length. But the data can 

be scaled linearly for other focal lengths of interest. Examples of this are given in 

the conclusions. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE DALL COMPENSATOR 

Dall introduced the idea of using a single plano-convex lens as a 

compensator to test paraboloids in 1947. Before then parabola testing was done 

using the autocollimation technique, or the knife-edge test at a different position for 

each zone. The first test requires an optical flat the size of the piece under test, 

and the second test is diffficult to interpret, Dall used the configuration shown in 

Fig. 4.1. A plano-convex lens is placed between a point source and the surface 

under test with the convex surface of the lens facing the source. Light from the 

point source refracts at the lens, reflects off the surface, and forms an image of the 

source near the surface's center of curvature. The surface is tilted slightly such 

that the light passes thru the lens only once. The lens introduces an amount of 

spherical aberration equivalent and opposite in sign to the spherical aberration of 

the surface under test, thus balancing the third order spherical aberration. Dall 

used the knife edge test to evaluate the null rms error. 

A paraxial thin lens solution can be obtained for nulling the spherical 

aberration of the surface under test. The following is used to determine the 

requirements for balancing the third order spherical aberration of a parabola 

(Offner 1978): 

i' (m-lP (3n+lXm-l) 3n+2 
(n-l)* n-l n 

4-1 

where is the focal length of the paraboloid, Fl is the focal length of the lens, n 

is the refractive index of the lens, and m is the ratio of the long conjugate distance 
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Figure 4.1 Plano-convex Dall compensator used in one pass to test a conic 
surface. 
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s' to the short conjugate distance s. 

As the spherical aberration of a plano-convex lens is a function of its 

(m-1) for a thin, plano-convex lens with a refractive index of 1.52. A plot of this 

nature published by Dall that assumes a "reasonable lens thickness" varys very little 

from Fig. 4.2, indicating that the lens thickness is not an important parameter in the 

null compensator design. Note that m > 1 for the sign convention used. 

Given a lens with a known focal length, the proper conjugates can be 
p 

chosen from Fig. 4.2 to null the aspheric. Dall recommended that the ratio be 

kept between the values of S and 20. For faster surfaces this ratio should be kept 

between S and 10. 

Similiarly the relation required to balance out the third order spherical 

aberration of a general asphere with conic constant K is: 

The derivations for this and Eq. 4-1 is given in the appendix. 

The above equations, being paraxial solutions, make no assumptions about 

the f-number of the mirror under test. In the testing of slow mirrors this is fine 

as the higher order aberrations are negligible. But in the testing of fast mirrors the 

higher order aberrations are no longer negligible and the single plano-convex 

element may or may not be adequate. These equations were used to develop 

starting designs. The third order designs were then optimized using a computer to 

give the best null of third and high order aberrations. 

For example, one of the compensators generated was for an F/5 parabola. 

The focal length of the compensator turned out to be 86.53mm with a magnification 

conjugates, one lens can be used to test many paraboloids. Figure 4.2 plots vs. 

,2 n' (m-l)' ^ (Sn+lVm-l) ^ 3n+2 
(n-1)® n-1 n 4-2 
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of I.%33. Knowing that the refractive index is 1.515, the right hand side of Eq. 

4-1 is found to equal 10.54. The left hand side of the equation turned out to be 

11.55. These values are not identical, but they are cla% considering that the 

optimization routine took the high order aberrations into consideration in addition to 

the third order aberration. 

Cox and Sinnott (1976) give graphs similiar to Fig. 4.2 for several different 

conics (-.5 > K > -4). They used real thickneses, but also took the f-number of the 

mirror into consideration to find a family of curves. No mention is made, however, 

of the ability of their designs to null a surface. That is. they do not mention the 

quality of the null. 

Dall only used the lens in one pass so that a knife edge test could be 

performed. If the source does not lie exactly on the compensator axis, this 

configuration will not be free of coma. Coma can be minimized in the Dall test by 

using the lens in double-pass. This was first proposed by Ross (1943) using a 

different type of test configuration. If the null test is perfect, no coma will be 

present even if the source does not lie on the compensator axis. However, if the 

null is not perfect and there is some residual error, a minimal amount of coma will 

be present. The double-pass configuration has the added benefit that the 

compensator has to contribute only one half as much aberration as in the orginal 

Dall configuration. Equations 4-1 and 4-2 are easily modified for the double-pass 

condition by replacing the factor 1/4 with 1/2. Measurement of the null can be 

done with an inteferometer as shown in Fig. 1.1 instead of the knife edge test. 

The work done by Dall, Cox, and Sinnott identifies prescriptions for 

particular problems. No mention is made of where such solutions fail or what null 

rms error values are associated with their solutions. There was some work done by 



Holleran (1968) which provides algebraic solutions for the error of a test using a 

single element. This is useful for determing whether a given lens can provide a 

proper null. The aim of this study is not to provide exact solutions for every given 

problem, but rather to provide a frame of reference for choosing a simple null test 

by demonstrating the nulling limits of several tests. 

In the following sections three types of Dall compensators are evaluated. 

Results were drawn from a large number of designs generated by Code V. For any 

given set of compensators designed to null a common f-number, many iterations 

were gone through to produce the best set of designs. Taken into account were null 

rms error, element thickn^, and element diameter. 

Piano-Convex Dall Compensator 

The first class of compensators considered was the plano-convex lens used 

in the double-pass configuration. A starting point was chosen using Eq. 4-1 for a 

parabolic mirror. The diameter of the mirror was set to 200mm, F/5, the lens was 

optimized, and the null evaluated. After finding a suitable starting design, the 

conic constant of the mirror was increased in small increments, the lens reoptimized, 

and then re-evaluated for each new K value. This was done until the null rms 

reached values greater than X/2. Sets of compensators were generated for F/10, F/5, 

and F/3.33 mirrors. The null rms error was evaluated for each compensator and is 

plotted in Fig. 4.3. 

As each lens was based on the preceeding design, each would retain some of 

the characteristics of the preceeding lens. Good and bad properties of the 

compensator would propagate as the system was optimized for higher K values. 
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Figure 4.3 Null rms error vs K for plano-convex Dall compensator. 
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Left unconstrained, thicknesses would become too large or too small, edge 

thicknesses would go negative, and the mirror diameter would be reduced beyond 

the desired size. 

It proved to be necessary to constrain the lens thickness. During 

optimization Code V would allow the thickness of each lens to increase. As the 

lenses were developed as a part of a batch file, each lens was based on the previous 

lens. Left unconstrained, lenses optimized for the higher K values tended to look 

like golf balls. The program had to be told to constrain the thickness below a 

certain level. Then the opposite effect occured — the optimization routine drove the 

lens thickness to unreasonably thin values. The final solution was to put limits on 

the upper and lower thicknesses of the lens. 

But regardless of what the thickness turned out to be, the null rms error was 

about the same. As mentioned earlier, the lens thickness is not an important 

parameter. The thickness needed to be controled mainly for practical reasons — a 

thin lens is too hard to make, and a thick lens is a waste of glass and adds 

homogeneity problems. 

The edge thicknesses and the marginal ray height at the mirror also had to 

be constrained. Left unconstrained. Code V would allow negative edge thicknesses, 

so constraints on the minimum edge thickness were required. The marginal ray 

height had to be constrained to maintain the f-number of the mirror. 

Figure 4.4 shows a plano-convex compensator in the null test configuration 

with a F/5, K - -5 mirror. The compensator can barely be seen near the source in 

the top drawing; the lower drawing shows the compensator enlarged and a 

prescription for the lens from Code V. 

The diameter of this particular compensator is 12.4mm, one sixteenth the 
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mirror diameter. This satisfies the requirements that the compensator be on the 

order of one tenth or less the size of the surface under test. 

All of the OPD plots for the plano-convex compensators had the same 

appearance. Figure 4.5 shows the OPD plot for a compensator designed to null a 

F/5, K " -5 mirror. The rms null error for this compensator is .103X. The only 

difference between this OPD plot and any other of the plano-convex Dall 

compensator OPD plots is the scale factor. The dominating aberration is sixth order 

spherical. This compensator fails in its ability to control the sixth order spherical 

aberration. Higher order aberrations are negligible. 

For the plano-convex compensator, the null rms error reached X/10 at 

K -55 for F/10, K - -5 for F/5, and K - -1.2 for F/3.33. For testing Im focal 

length surfaces with K values larger than these a different test should be used. 

Noting from Fig. 4.3 that the data for each f-number lies on a straight line, 

an empirical formula was fit to the data. First a power curve was fit to each line. 

The resulting equation of each line was of the form 

Null rms error - constant |K| . 

The constants were also fitted to a power curve as a function of the f-number. 

The combined result is 

Null rms error - 102|K| >-78 Fiii-fi OS , 4-3 

where ¥# is the f-number. Figure 4.6 overlays the curves generated by Eq. 4-3 

onto the data points of Fig. 4.3. The result is a very good match between the data 

and the fitted curves. Equation 4-3 is only the result of an empirical curve fit. 

No special physical signifigance is attached here to the particular power values that 
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Figure 4.5 OPD plot of plano-convex Dall compensator for F/5, K - -5 surface. 
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Figure 4.6 Curve fitted data for plano-convex Dall compensator. 



resulted from the curve fit. 

Equation 4-3 can be used to judge whether a plano-convex compensator can 

be used to test a particular aspheric surface. For example, the null rms error for 

an F/6, K - -4, Im focal length mirror would be on the order of .022X. If the 

mirror under test is polished to give a perfect null with this compensator lens, the 

mirror would have a surface figure error of half the null rms. or .011 waves of 

error at .6328/im. If a 4m focal length mirror were to be tested, the null rms value 

would be scaled up by a factor of four to .088\. 

Dall Compensator - Both Surfaces Curved 

The curvatures of both compensator surfaces were allowed to vary during 

optimization to see if any improvement could be made over the plano-convex 

compensator. Compensators were generated for F/10, F/5, and F/3.33 surfaces. As 

was done for the plano-convex compensators, an empirical formula was be fit to the 

data 

Null rms error - 36.58 |K| . 4-4 

Figure 4.7 overlays the curves generated by Eq. 4-4 on the data points. Except for 

the F/10 compensators designed for K smaller than -40. Eq. 4-4 fits the data well. 

For compensators with both surfaces curved, the null rms error reached X/10 at K » 

-50 for F/10. K - -5 for F/5, and K •• -1.4 for F/3.33. For testing Im focal length 

surfaces with K values larger than these a different test should be used. 

Figure 4.8 shows a Dall compensator with both surfaces curved designed for 

an F/3.33, K - -1 conic surface. The diameter of this compensator is 16.6mm, 
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Figure 4.7 Curve fitted data for Dall compensator with both surfaces curved. 
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approximately one twentieth the diameter of the surface under test. The OPD plot, 

Fig. 4.9, for this case is very similiar to the plot of Fig. 4.4. TTie null rms error is 

.052 waves. Again, the compcnstor failed to control the sixth order spherical 

aberration. 

Similiar constraints were required for the optimization of this class of 

compensators as were required for the plano-convex class. The center thicknesses, 

and the edge thicknesses had to be constrainted during optimization. 

Comparing Figs. 4.7 and 4.3 for the plano-convex compensator, there is not 

much improvement to be gained by allowing both surfaces of the compensator to 

vary. For the slower mirrors. F/10 and therebouts, it appears that the lenses 

generated by Code V actually do a worse job of nulling than the plano-convex 

compensator. Constraining one surface to a flat allowed for better solutions. 

So in general, it can be said that of the two lens types the plano-convex 

solution is better. It is also is more practical to manufacture as only one curved 

surface is required and not two. Though if only minor tweaking of the rms null 

error is required, it might prove better to use an element with both surfaces curved 

rather than adding an additional element. 

Dall Compensator - Two Elements, All Surfaces Curved 

A second element was added to the compensator to see if any further 

improvements could be made in nulling ability. All surfaces of the compensator 

were allowed to vary during optimization. Figure 4.10 shows a two element 

compensator for a F/2.5, K - -2.8 surface. The top figure shows the compensator 

with the surface under test, and the bottom figure shows an enlarged view of the 
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compensator. The diameters of the two elements are 49mm and 72mm. The first is 

one ninth and the second is one sixth the diameter of the surface under test. This 

somewhat exceeds the goal of making the compensators less than a tenth the 

diameter of the piece under test. But the size of the elements is not unreasonable. 

If these results were scaled for a larger F/2.5 surface, the size of the elements might 

become more objectionable. 

There was a marked improvement over the single element Dall compensator. 

By adding an additional element, faster surfaces, up to F/1.67, could be succesfully 

nulled. Fitting an empirical formula to the two element data 

RMS Error - 15.52lK| 2.7S f^9.73 . 4_5 

Figure 4.11 overlays the lines generated by Eq. 4-5 on the two element data. The 

lines generated by Eq. 4-5 fits the faster f-number data but only marginally fits the 

F/5 data. For the two element compensator, the null rms error reached X/10 at K « 

-42 for F/5, K - -11 for F/3.33, K - -4 for F/2.5. K - -1.9 for F/2, and K - -1 for 

F/1.67. For testing Im focal length mirrors with K values larger than these, a 

different test should be used. 

Figure 4.12 shows the OPD plot for the compensator pictured in Fig. 4.10. 

The null rms error for this compensator is .038 waves. The OPD plots for all of 

the two element Dall compensators had the same appearance. These lenses fail in 

their ability to control the high order aberrations, sixth and eigth order spherical. 

As with the previous compensators, constraints had to be placed on the 

element thicknesses. It was found that there was an important relation between the 

thicknesses of the two elements, the distance between the two elements, and the null 

rms error. The initial set of compensators had tough constraints placed on the 
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maximum element thickness. When those constraints were relaxed, better null 

results but thicker elements were obtained. An experiment was made with the 

compensator designed for a F/3.33. K - -12 mirror. Initially the two elements were 

rather thick, then the upper thickness constraint on the two elements was decreased 

in small steps. As the lens thickness decreased, the airspace between the two lenses 

increased. By increasing th? airgap the program was trying to minimize the higher 

order aberration — correction that had previously been done with the thicker 

elements. But judging from the null rms values, the compensators with thinner 

elements did not null as well. The increased airspace helped but did not 

completely make up for the lost thickness. Figure 4.13 illustrates the lenses 

generated and plots the null rms value vs the maximum lens thickness in 

millimeters. 

Dall Compensator Conclusions 

The Dall test is mainly useful for testing slow conic surfaces. The single 

element Dall test, plano-convex and both surfaces curved, can not be used if the f-

number of the surface is greater than F/4 for K < -1, and F/3.33 for a parabola. 

The two element Dall test can be used for faster surfaces - up to F/2 for K < -I, 

and F/I.67 for a parabola. For surfaces faster than this, a different test has to be 

used. 

Designing these sets of Dall compensator was not a difficult task. Once it 

was recognized that certain constraints were required during optimization, 

generating the sets of data was not difficult. The lessons learned while designing 

the Dall compensators were put to good use in the next section in the design of 
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Offner compensators. There, different problems arose during optimization. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE OFFNER COMPENSATOR 

Offner had the idea of using two lens^, an imaging lens and a field lens, to 

test paraboloids in 1963. Figure 5.1 illustrates an Offner lens with two plano

convex elements. The imaging lens is used to form an image of the source at the 

center of curvature of the surface under test. The field lens is placed at the center 

of curvature and is used to form an image of the imaging lens at the surface. Thus 

the parabola is corrected by placing the imaging lens at the surface optically instead 

of physically. Physically placing a correcting lens at the surface would require 

optics with the same dimensions of the mirror. The imaging lens provides the bulk 

of the third order spherical aberration, and the field lens provides the higher order 

aberration correction. If the imaging lens were perfectly corrected, the field lens 

would no effect on the higher order aberrations. Here, use is made of the fact that 

the image of the source at the center of curvature is not perfect. The field lens can 

be thought of as a tuning element. It redistributes the aberrated rays provided by 

the imaging lens to minimize the high order aberration. 

A paraxial thin lens solution can be obtained for nulling the third order 

spherical aberration of a conic surface (Offner, 1978) 

where Fj^ is the focal length of the paraboloid, F^ is the focal length of the imaging 

lens, n is the refractive index of the lens, and m is the ratio of the long conjugate 

(m-ni + (3n+l)m(m-l) ^ (3n+2)m' 
^ L (n-1)^ n-1 n 

5-1 
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Figure 5. I Offner compensator with two plano-convex elements. 



distance s' to the short conjugate distance s. Here the convention is that m < 1. 

This equation only establishes the requirements for the imaging lens. The 

requirements for the field lens must be developed through higher order aberration 

analysis and is best done by computer optimization. 

Equation 5-1 assumes that the curved surface of the field lens lies at the 

center of curvature of the conic. For various reasons it might be desirable to move 

the field lens away from the center of curvature. If the field lens is not at the 

center of curvature, Eq. 5-1 is slightly modified 

=5^- i (m'-I)^ + {Sn+aimfl ^ 5.2 
2 L (n-lr n-l Q J 

where m' - m mf'. The derivations for Eqs. 5-1 and 5-21 i^ very similiar to the 
I 

derivation of Eqs. 4-1 and 4-2 done in the appendix. 

The following is a check of Eq. 5-2 using a design developed for a K -

-10 conic surface (listed in Chap. III). As usual, the focal length of the mirror is 

Im. The focal lengths of the first and second elements are 100.296mm and 

380.584mm. The values for m and mj are -2.01 and .95. Assuming n - 1.515. the 

right hand side of the equation is found to equal 218.94. The left hand side of the 

equation has the value of 220.95. Though the answers do not match exactly, if it is 

taken into account that this compensator has been computer optimized for all orders 

of aberrations, these results are close enough to confirm the usefulness of Eq. 5-2. 

It is expecially useful for establishing a good starting point for a design. 

An aberration analysis of the contributions made by each element in this 

design showed that the imaging lens does indeed contribute almost all of the third 

order spherical aberration and most of the the high order aberration. The field lens 

fine tunes the high order spherical aberration. 
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The development of a set of Offner lenses was not as simple as the 

developement of a set of Dall lenses. Because the field lens is located in the middle 

of the caustic region, the Offner compensator is much more sensitive to minor 

changes than is the Dall compensator. Smaller increments of K were required 

during optimization. If the increments were too large, the optimization routine had 

difficulty converging on reasonable solutions. 

Two classes of Offner compensators were evaluated, one with plano-convex 

elements, the second with all curved surfaces. The second group of Offner 

compensators were developed from the first by allowing the piano surface to 

become a variable in optimization. 

Of fner  Compensa tor  -  Bo th  E lemen t s  P iano-Convex  

Two sets of compensators were generated using only plano-convex elements, 

designed to null F/2 and F/1.33 surfaces. Many iterations were involved in 

procuring the best sets of Offner compensators. The design process was tedious 

and required several different methods of optimization to obtain the best results. 

The starting point was a compensator for an F/4 parabola. It appeared that 

not much difficulty would be encountered with nulling conics with this f-number. 

So the mirror aperture was increased to F/2, and the compensator was reoptimized. 

A set of F/2 compensators was generated by increasing the mirror conic constant 

until the null rms error reached .77X at K -43. 

A set of F/1.33 compensators was generated using the F/2 parabola 

compensator as a starting point. The aperture was increased to 750mm and the 

compensator was reoptimized. Two routes were investigated for generating the set 
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of F/1.33 compensators. First, the K «» -1 compensator was used as a starting point, 

the conic constant increased, and the compensator reoptimized. This was the 

standard procedure. Second, each F/2 compensator was recalled, the mirror 

aperture was opened up to 750mm, and the compensator was reoptimized. The first 

method was still better of the two for generating the F/1.33 compensators, but the 

second method would prove to be useful later on in the development of the Offner 

compensators with all curved surfaces. F/1.33 compensators were generated until 

the rms error equaled 2.53X at K - -20. 

The second optimization method proved useful in checking to see that the 

best set of F/2 compensators had been generated. To check the F/2 compensators, 

the aperture of each F/1.33 compensator was cut down to SOOmm and the 

compensator reoptimized. The resulting set of compensators proved to be better 

than the initial set of F/2 compensators. 

The null rms error reached X/10 at K «• -18 for F/2, and K - -3 for F/1.33. 

For both the F/2 and the F/1.33 compensators, designs were developed until the null 

rms error reached values much larger than the specified X/10 null rms error. These 

compensators were used with the second optimization method later on as starting 

designs for Offner compensators with all surfaces curved. 

Each F/1.33 compensator had to be reoptimized as the initial set of 

compenators contained elements that were too thick. As with the Dall 

compensators, constraints were required to keep the element thicknesses to a 

"reasonable" value. Constraints were also required to maintain positive edge 

thicknesses. The resulting set of compensators had the best rms null errors so they 

were retained. 

Figure 5.2 plots the rms null error vs the conic constant K of the mirror 
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under test. The two sets of data do not produce straight lines as the Dall data did 

in Figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.9. This is due in part to the inherent compexity of the 

Offner compensators. Part of the problem also resides with the method of 

optimization. The element thicknesses were constrained to values based on the 

height of the marginal rays at each element. As the value of K increased, the clear 

aperture of the compensator would increase. Then the thickness constraint v/ould 

be loosened and the thickness of the element would increase. As the thickness 

constraints were increased incrementally, discontinous jumps were present from one 

group of compensators with the same constraints to the next group of compensators 

with different constraints. Hence, the bumps in the data. Attempts were made to 

use small increments in the thickness constraint in the hope that it would help 

smooth out the data. This did help somewhat. 

Due to the complex nature of the Offner compensators, it was found to be 

inappropriate to fit an empircal formula to the data as was done for the Dall data. 

An attempt was made but the two sets of data did not generate curves with enough 

common characteristics to be of interest. 

Figure 5.3 shows an F/2. K - -10 compensator. The null rms error for this 

compensator is .03X and the OPD plot is pictured in Fig. 5.4. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 

are of a F/1.33, K -3 compensator and its OPD plot. The null rms error for this 

compensator is .109X. The OPD curves for both sets of compensators were very 

similiar. These compensators fail in their ability to minimize the higher order 

aberrations. 

The element size of both of the pictured compensators conforms to the 

aperture requirement. The elements of the F/2 compensator are 58.6mm and 

30.6mm in diameter, one ninth and one seventeenth the diameter of the surface 
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Figure 5.2 Null rms error vs K for Offner compensator with two plano-convex 
elements. 



RDY THI GLASS 
OBJ 5 INFINITY U0.420929 

1; INFINITY 18.04-7573 BK7 
2: -52.12812 266,375522 
3: INFINITY 10.000000 BK7 
4: -197.80468 2019.669892 

STO: -2000.00000 -2019.669892 REFL 
CON; 
K :  -10 .000000 

6; -197.80468 -10.000000 BK7 
7: INFINITY -266.373522 
8: -52.12812 -18.047573 BK7 
9: INFINITY -140.420929 

IMG: INFINITY 0,000000 

Figure 5.3 Offner compensator with plano-convex elements for F/2, K - -10 
surface. 
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0. iO 

Figure 5.4 OPD plot of Offner compensator with plano-convex elements for 
F/2, K " -10 surface. 
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RDY THI GLASS 
OBJ: INFINITY 135.173926 

1: INFINITY 17.698916 BK7 
2; -37.9692+ 148.566914-
3: INFINITY 15.000000 BK7 
4: -136.19147 1986.236459 

STO: -2000.00000 -1986.236459 REFL 
CON: 
K : -3.000000 

6: -136.19147 -15.000000 BK7 
7: INFINITY -148.566914 
8: -37.96924 -17.698916 BK7 
9: INFINITY -135.173926 

IMG: INFINITY 0.000000 

Figure 5.5 Offner compensator with plano-convex elements fo» F/1.33, K = 
surface. 

-3 
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Figure 5.6 OPD plot of Offner compensator with plano-convex elements for 
F/1.33, K - -3 surface. 

C\ ON 



under test. The elements of the F/1.33 compensator are 46.4mm and 42mm in 

diameter, one sixteenth and one eighteenth the diameter of the surface under test. 

Of fner  Compensa tor  •  A l l  Sur faces  Curved  

All of the surface curvatures were allowed to vary to see if better results 

could be obtained. More than a magnitude of improvement in the null rms error 

found between the two cases. But many more difficulties were encountered while 

optimizing the performance of these compensators. 

Three sets of data were generated for F/2. F/1.33 and F/1 mirrors. By 

allowing both surfaces to be curved, additional nulling power was added so F/1 

data could be generated. Figure 5.7 plots the rms null error vs the conic constant. 

For this group of compensators the null rms error reached X/10 when K •• -40 for 

F/2, K - -16 for F/1.33, and K - -1.7 for F/1. 

The data for the F/1 mirror was generated in the normal manner. The 

conic constant was increased and the compensator reoptimized. F/1 compensators 

were generated up to K - -2.9 where the null rms error is .817X. The F/1.33 and 

F/2 data was generated using the plano-convex data. The plano-convex designs 

were used as a starting points and the piano surfaces were allowed to become 

curved surfaces during optimization. F/1.33 and F/2 compensators were generated 

up to K - -20 and K - -42, where the null rms errors were .143X and .153X. 

The F/1.33 data appeared very jagged. Again this is due to the very 

sensitive nature of the Offner design and to the thickness constraint method used. 

The results of allowing the maximum thickness constraint to increase in increments 

as K increased are even more apparent here than with the plano-convex data. The 
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10 
F/1.3 

10 
-10* 1 -10 

Conic Constant 

Figure 5.7 Null rms error vs K for Offner compensator with all surfaces curved. 
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optimization routine wanted to drive the lenses to larger thicknesses than was 

allowed. Every time a thickness constraint was loosened, an improvement in the 

nulling ability was seen. 

An attempt was made to optimize the F/2 and F/1.33 data in the earlier 

manner by increasing the conic constant and reoptimizing. However, the results 

were not as good. Apparently increasing the conic constant and allowing all of the 

surface curvatures to be variables made for too many variables. The program was 

not able to find the best solution with this method. 

If Shack's method of modeling a double-pass compensator with a dummy 

surface and only one pass through the lens were used, the optimization would 

probably have been much easier. Though, as mentioned before, this is only 

practical if only one design is to be generated, and was not practical for this study. 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show a compensator for an F/1, K - -1.5 conic and its 

OPD plot. The null rms error for this compensator is .06X. Figure 5.10 pictures a 

compensator for a F/1.33, K - -10 surface. The rms null error for this compensator 

is .059X and the OPD plot is pictured in Fig. 5.11. The OPD plots for the three 

sets of compensators (F/2, F/1.33, and F/1) do not all have the same form as do all 

of the OPD plots for the plano-convex Offner compensators. This is to be expected 

because of the complexity of the designs. 

The elements of the compensator pictured in Fig. 5.8 are 44.8mm and 

56.8nun in diameter, one twentythird and one eighteenth the diameter of the surface 

under test. The elements of the compensator picture in Fig. 5.10 are 90.6mm and 

75.4mm in diameter, approximately one ninth and one tenth the diameter of the 

surface under test. The elements of the first compensator satisfy the clear aperture 

requirement completely and the elements of the second compensator are within a 



RDY THI GLASS 
OBJ: INFINITY 349.982160 

1 i -223.12695 10.911479 BK7 
2: -35.29736 121.424881 
3: -1052.89991 7.382249 BK7 
4: -109.4a04-3 1975.339670 

STO; -2000.00000 -1975.339670 REFL 
CON: 
K : -1.500000 

6: -109.4804-3 -7.382249 BK7 
7: -1052.89991 -121.424881 
8: -35.29736 -10.911479 BK7 
9; -223.12695 -349.982160 

IMG: INFINITY 0.000000 

Figure 5.8 Offner compensator with all surfaces curved for F/1. K - -1.5 
surface. 



-0. 10 

Figure 5.9 OPD plot of Offner compensator with all surfaces curved for F/I, 
K «= -1.5 surface. 
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RDY THI GLASS 
OBJ; INFINITY 157.319677 

1 : -9832.96700 30•000000 BK7 
2: -64.69877 290.624162 
5: -2215.16115 23.286722 BK7 

4: -204.10732 2094.813148 
STO: -2000.00000 -2094.813148 REFL 

CON: 
K : -10.000000 

6: -204.10732 -23.286722 BK7 
7; -2215.16115 -290.624162 
8: -64.69877 -30.000000 BK7 

9; -9832.96700 -157.319677 
IMG: INFINITY 0.000000 

Figure 5.10 Offner compensator with all surfaces curved for F/1.33. K - -10 
surface. 
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Figure 5.11 OPD plot of Offner compensator with all surfaces curved for F/1.33, 
K = -10 surface. 
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reasonable range of satisfing the aperture requirement. 

It was interesting to note that the OPD plots for all of the F/1 compensators 

had the same form, whereas the OPD plots for the F/2 and F/1.33 compensators 

varied significantly in appearance. This implies a possible relationship between the 

OPD plot and the optimization method used. Building each compensator on the 

previous compensator (as was done for the F/1 case) leads to OPD plots with the 

same appearance. Developing compensators using the plano-convex Offner 

compensators as starting designs leads to OPD plots with varying appearances. 

Of fner  Compensa tor  -  Conc lus ions  

The two types of Offner compensators addressed here offer greatly 

improved performance over the Dall compensators discussed in the previous 

chapter. But the design of the Offner compensators proved to be much more 

tedious and difficult than the design of the Dall compensators. 

Of the two Offner compensators, the compensator with all curved surfaces 

appears to have the better performance. But the compensator with plano-convex 

elements is a better choice if it can provide the desired nulling accuracy. The 

compensator with plano-convex elements is easier to design, fabricate, and align. 

The compensator with all surfaces curved requires more detailed fabrication and. as 

was shown, is more difficult to design. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study the goal was to design compensators to null conic surfaces with 

an accuracy of X/10 nns or better. Many sets of data were generated for the five 

classes of compensators analyzed. From this data the following chart was 

developed: 

Surface 
F-number 10 5 3.33 2.5 2 1.67 1.33 1 

Dall 

plano-convex -55 -5 -1.2 

surf curved -50 -5 -1.4 

two elements -42 -11 -4 -1.9 -1 

Offner 

plano-convex -18 -3 

all surf curv -40 -16 -1.7 

Table 6.1 Maximum surface conic constant K allowed for a null rms 
error of X/10. 

For each set compensators generated, the chart shows the conic constant K for 

which the null rms error was found to be X/10. In general the Dall test is good for 

nulling a slower surfaces, and the Offner test is much better when greater nulling 

ability is required. Several examples of the how this data might be used are 

presented below: 
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Case 1: An F/4, one meter focal length surface with a conic constant of -2 

requires testing. Obviously an Offner compensator would be overkill. From the 

above table it appears that the best solution would be a plano-convex Dall 

compensator. Using equation 4-3, the approximate null rms error is found to be 

.07X. This is certainly satisfactory. 

Case 2: An F/2, 3 meter focal length, K - -15 surface requires testing. 

Obviously a Dall compensator can not be used and an Offner compensator is 

required. Will an Offner compensator with plano-convex elements be sufficient or 

will all the surfaces have to be curved? For a K - -15 surface the Offner plano

convex compensator will yield a null rms error of .07\ for a Im focal length 

surface. Scaling this by a factor of 3. to compensate for the difference between the 

required focal length and the data focal length, results in an null rms error of .21X. 

This is too large and doesn't include any tolerancing errors. All of the surfaces 

will have to be curved to obtain a null rms error of of at least X/10. 

Case 3: An F/2.5, 1.5 meter focal lenth, K - -3.5 surface requires testing. 

Should a two element Dall compensator be used, or should an Offner compensator 

with plano-convex elements be used? From the data in figure 4.11 find that the 

null rms error for a Im focal length surface is .07X. Scaling this by a factor of 1.5 

yields a null rms error of .105X. This null rms error figure does not take into 

account any tolerancing errors. This is a borderline case. The design would have 

to be analyzed in more depth to determine the effect of tolerancing errors. 

However, if the Offner compensator is used, the null rms error will be on the order 

of.OlX. But this figure too does not include tolerancing errors, and in general 

tolerances are required to be much tighter for an Offner compensator than for a 

Dall compensator. Both designs would have to be looked at in depth before a 
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Compensators were generated only for pure conics as they are typical of the 

types of surfaces that require testing. More studying could be done of the effect of 

adding additional aspheric terms to the surface, but this was beyond the scope of 

this study. 

There are several aspects of designing a null compensator that were not 

taken into account in this work. Toleranciog was not considered in chosing the 

best optimization procedure and in the design of the compensators. For some 

compensators tolerancing is a much greater issue than for others. For the plano

convex Dall compensator, it is important but is not the limiting design factor as it 

can be for an Offner compensator with all surfaces curved. 

In this study it was chosen to try to constrain the diameter of the 

compensator elements to less than one tenth the diameter of the surface under test. 

One important reason for constraining the size to less than one tenth the diameter of 

the test surface was to minimize the amount of glass used. The thicker and larger 

the elements are, the higher the homogeneity of the glass is required to be, and the 

higher the cost becomes. As mentioned earlier, BK7 and F2 are two glasses with 

high homogeneity. 

Another tolerancing issue not addressed is the tolerance required on the 

surface radii. For the field lens of the Offner compensator this can become a 

critical issue. The field lens lies in the caustic region where .the critical balancing of 

the higher order aberrations is done. This is not as important an issue for the 

imaging lens which provides the bulk of the aberration. 

X/10 was chosen as the cut-off criteria for a good compensator. But 

compensators with larger null rms errors might be used with an additional 

component to create a good quality test. Computer generated holograms (CGH) have 
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been succesfully added to null systems to give good testing results. But using a 

CGH adds an additional degree of uncertainty into the test. The desired accuracy 

has to be such that the use of a CGH is acceptable. Given the two tests, a null 

compensator alone and a null compensator/CGH combination, with equal null rms 

errors, the null compensator alone is preferable. 
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APPENDIX 

The following is a derivatioa of equations 4-1 and 4-2. Most of the 

derivation is based on material printed by Roland Shack in his classnotes at the 

Optical Sciences Center. The thin lens method is used. The task is to determine 

how third the order spherical aberration of a surface under test can be nulled by a 

single plano-convex lens. 

Figure A.l shows the null lens - mirror test setup. A single pass null test 

will be considered for simplicity. The derivation can easily be expanded for a 

double-pass test. A mirror with focal length Fm. radius y{y{, and conic constant K 

is under test. The null compensator is a plano-convex lens of focal length Fl, 

refractive index n, and radius y^. The piano surface of the lens faces the surface 

under test. The magnification of the lens is m - p where s' is the long and s is 

the short conjugate (note m > 1). 

The third order spherical aberration of a plano-convex lens is a function of 

its conjugates. To null the spherical aberration of a surface under test using a 

given lens the proper conjugates s and s' need to be found. 

The Seidel spherical aberration term is given by 

S - I yp"* 0' (Ttot , A-1 

where yp is the height of the marginal ray at the principle plane of the 

compensator-mirror system, 0 is the system power, and ff-roT ^ structural 

spherical aberration coefficient term. The task is to make or-j-Qx equal to zero. 

ff-roT given by 
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Figure A.I Plano-convex Dall compensator used to test a conic surface. 
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ottot m" 4 h 
Up J 

A-2 

where ypj and 0j are the marginal ray heights and powers of each surface. 

The value of ffj for a mirror with conic constant K is given by 

" m - Y M ^  +  K .  '  

For a lens ffj is givn by 

otl - AXL2 - BXL YL + CYL2 + D . 

where A, B. C, and D are thin lens constants given by 

A - P+2 
n(n^' 

B- n(n-l) • 

C- Sn+S 

A-3 

A-4 

X and Y are the shape and symmetrical magnification factor 

1 + m 

A-5 

Y 

X 

1 - m ' 

Ci + Ca 
C, - C2 ' 

A-6 

A-7 

where Cj and c^ are the two surface curvatures of the lens. For a plano-convex 

lens with the curved surface facing the source Xl equals 1. and for the mirror Yf^ 

equals 1. 



From figure A.l note the following using similiar triangles 

yM ZL 
2FM S' 

Setting ff-j-OT equal to zero find that 
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A-8 

0 - ^ + §4 ""M A-9 

Plugging in the value for Yl from equation a-8 get 

0- A-10 

Using the conjugate relation 

1 1 1 
s s A-11 

find 

'L [; - ?]• 

16Fi M 
+ ffM A-12 

and thus 

A-13 

By plugging in the value for otl' performing the necessary algebriac 

manipulations equation 4-2 from chapter IV can be reached 

n'(m-l)' , (3n+lKm-l) . 3n+2 
(n-1)^ n-1 n 4-2 

If K is set to -I equation 4-1 is reached. 
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